Priripri/CIRCULAR

Sub: Curtailment of water by MCGM in Anushaktinagar and city area.

Due to deficit monsoon in current year, MCGM has imposed 10% curtailment in water supply across Mumbai till onset of next monsoon. In view of above, water will be regulated and supplied based on the water receipt from MCGM and therefore, all the residents and other users in Anushaktinagar, New Mandala, Old Mandala and other DAE colonies in city area are requested to kindly use the water judiciously.

Prati To

1. Anushaktinagar and city areas - By respective maintenance units for display/wide publicity.

(B.P. Joshi)
Chief Administrative Officer
Copy to:

1. Heads of all units Administrative of DAE

- Unmanned and in their administrative structure with a request to bring this circular to the notice of all employees in their Units.

2. CSO, Anushaktinagar

3. Administrative Officer-III (B/S/K)

4. Gen. Secretary, Anusat Association

5. DCSEM website / all users in DCSEM

6. ESD-I/II/GSS Head, ESD-I/II/GSS